
    

Press Release 

Joseph Chiang: 
Not All Dreams Are Dreams 

5 September to 6 October 2015 

Singapore, 18 August 2015: Mulan Gallery is proud to present Not All Dreams Are Dreams, an exhibition 
showcasing recent works by Singapore-based artist JOSEPH CHIANG. The exhibition will run from 12 September 
to 6 October 2015. 

Set in a contemporary style of pop surrealism with a distinct self-taught aesthetic, these traditional linocut prints 
and graphite drawings are derived from a series of personal dreams and the subconscious, drawing influences 
from popular culture such as from comics, graphic novels and pop art, while juxtaposing these against references 
to familiar images in surrealism. 

The figures in these works are suspended in a fantasy dreamworld of the bizarre and the uncanny, full of wonder 
and whimsy. Referencing Dali’s melting clock image in the master’s surrealist works, time is constantly fluid and 
slipping in this dream fugue. The boy protagonist evokes a child-like sense of imagination and wonder, free and 
untethered to fixed interpretations and even the body, as childhood innocence is pitted against mysterious 
recesses welling up from the deep. A symbol of life and the unconscious, the fish figure guides in a disquieting 
exploration beneath the surface of reality into its underlying structures and spiritual order, into the realm of 
transcendence. Dancing between worlds, it ultimately remains ineffable and fragmented. 

In playing with archetype and presenting the same figures over different pieces, the artist imbricates layers of 
meaning and creates a dialogue via difference and repetition and the suspension of everyday reality, and poses a 
radical openness to construction and the subconscious, and in so doing, extends to the viewer an offer to partake 
in the same freedom for interpretation. 

 

Joseph Chiang (Singapore) is a Singapore-based, self-taught artist-printmaker. As the founder of the printmaking 
studio Monster Gallery, he is known for his retro pop culture inspired art and prints and has been exhibited in 
Singapore and internationally. This is his first exhibition at Mulan Gallery. 

 
Exhibition Details

Title of Exhibition : Not All Dreams Are Dreams

Exhibition Period : 5 September to 6 October 2015

Exhibition Opening : 4 September 2015
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